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ABSTRACT

Seven new arginine binding motifs have been selected from a heterogeneous RNA pool containing 17, 25, and 50mer
randomized tracts, yielding 131 independently derived binding sites that are multiply isolated. The shortest 17mer random
region is sufficient to build varied arginine binding sites using five different conserved motifs (motifs 1a, 1b, 1c, 2, and 4).
Dissociation constants are in the fractional millimolar to millimolar range. Binding sites are amino acid side-chain specific and
discriminate moderately between L- and D-stereoisomers of arginine, suggesting a molecular focus on side-chain guanidinium.
An arginine coding triplet (codon/anticodon) is highly conserved within the largest family of Arg sites (72% of all sequences), as
has also been found in minimal, most prevalent RNA binding sites for Ile, His, and Trp.
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INTRODUCTION

Among the canonical amino acids, arginine may be bound
by RNA in the greatest variety of ways. Binding sites for free

amino acids are known on the Tetrahymena self-splicing

rRNA introns (Yarus 1988), and five independent popula-

tions of such sites have been selected in vitro (Connell et al.

1993; Connell and Yarus 1994; Famulok 1994; Geiger et al.

1996; Tao and Frankel 1996).

This multiplicity of sites can be explained because argi-

nine offers two different polar centers with which RNA can
strongly associate: at a-carbon groups and the side-chain

guanidinium (Yarus et al. 2009). The strongest RNA bind-

ing sites should therefore be double ended, directed at both

ends of free arginine. However, selection of smaller sites, as

in the present experiments, will force simplification of the

RNA site. Simple sites tend toward interaction with one

end or the other of an arginine ligand. Because only sites

that are side-chain specific are accepted after our selections,
the result is that our selection of sites both simple and

specific emphasizes interaction with guanidinium (as in-

deed did some sites selected without explicit constraints).

This is observed here, for example, in the tendency to only

moderate stereoselectivity for D- and L-arginine in the pres-

ent sites.

Simpler, single-ended binding sites emphasizing arginine

guanidinium are also of interest because they are crucial in

many cases of regulatory peptide–RNA interaction, where

a-carbon groups sequestered in the peptide backbone are
necessarily less accessible to RNA. For example, messenger

RNAs of HIV-1 form a 59-terminal bulged hairpin, called

transactivation responsive (TAR), that binds the viral Tat

protein. Binding focuses on a single arginine within a nine-

residue basic stretch of Tat (Calnan et al. 1991). Free argi-

nine also binds specifically to the TAR hairpin and in a

guanidine-dependent manner similar to arginine in the Tat

peptide (Tao and Frankel 1992). The HIV–Rev interac-
tion employs multiple specific arginine–base interactions

(Battiste et al. 1996). The HTLV-1 Rex peptide makes mul-

tiple specific arginine guanidinium contacts with paired G

bases and the RNA backbone (Jiang et al. 1999). The Arg–

RNA regulatory interaction is phylogenetically broad, also

being the crux of the phage l Box B (Legault et al. 1998) and

phage P22 Box B (Cai et al. 1998) antiterminator interactions.

As might be expected from this robust and widespread
association, arginine side-chain–RNA interactions are also

among the most frequent contacts observed within the en-

tire population of structurally characterized RNA–peptide

interfaces (Allers and Shamoo 2001; Treger and Westhof

2001; Morozova et al. 2006; Ellis et al. 2007).

Arginine binding sites with apparent double- and single-

ended specificities are therefore well known. However,
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there are several unusual observations associated with re-

cently selected free L-arginine sites. No arginine site for free

amino acid has been re-isolated in a later selection. There-

fore arginine, perhaps because it interacts with RNA so

easily, seemed potentially different from other amino acids,

whose most prevalent (simplest) biding sites (for isoleu-

cine, tryptophan, and histidine) have been shown to be prev-

alent by repetitive re-isolation (Majerfeld and Yarus 1998;
Lozupone et al. 2003; Majerfeld and Yarus 2005; Majerfeld

et al. 2005; M Illangasekare and M Yarus, pers. comm.).

This in turn becomes a crucial point with regard to

a stereochemical origin for the genetic code. It has been

argued that the simplest RNA binding sites for amino acids

contain essential cognate coding triplets unexpectedly fre-

quently (Yarus 1988), (Yarus et al. 2005); (Yarus et al. 2009).

Arginine has been a crucial part, in fact, of the argument for
such a stereochemical code from the beginning (Yarus and

Christian 1989). However, although the disparate popula-

tions of binding sites from varied independent arginine

selections also have this property of triplet concentration

(Yarus et al. 2005), the relationship of this observation to

our other results with easily isolated RNA binding sites was

unclear. Therefore, we have re-examined arginine by our

usual selection methods to see if simple RNA binding sites
can be repetitively isolated, and to determine whether these

show unusual sequence frequencies related to coding.

Here we describe seven new arginine binding motifs,

selected from RNA pools with 17, 25 and 50mer random-

ized tracts. Arginine shows small, simple recurring site

sequences, as do other amino acids, which again exhibit an

improbable concentration of arginine triplets.

RESULTS

In vitro selection

We used affinity chromatography and selection-amplifica-

tion (SELEX) to isolate aptamers eluted by free L-arginine.

The initial selection pool of 2.4 3 1015 independent DNA

templates was transcribed to give RNAs with 17, 25, and

50mer randomized regions. Calculated representation using

Poisson estimation for zero copies (Ciesiolka et al. 1996)

suggests 17,400 copies of each 17mer, one copy of each

25mer, and for 50mers, only 10�15 of all possible sequences.

Therefore, all possible 17mer sequences are probably repre-

sented among RNAs entering the first cycle of the selection.
Arginine-specific aptamers were isolated from selection

cycles 5 and 6. At these rounds of selection, 8.4% and 23%

of the RNA applied, respectively, were eluted by L-arginine

at pH 7.0. Sequencing of 164 clones from arginine-eluted

RNAs revealed 160 sequences, all apparently of indepen-

dent origin; that is, from parental molecules of different

sequences. Table 1 summarizes these selected sequences. A

complete sequence list is available in Supplemental Table
1S. The final population was dominated by 25mer RNA

(118 clones, 72%); in addition 20 clones were 17mer RNAs

(12%), and 26 clones were 50mers (16%).

Sequence analysis (CLUSTALW) suggested seven differ-

ent groups of conserved sequences (motifs 1a, 1b, 1c, 2, 3,

4, and 5) together accounting for 80% of all sequenced

molecules (see Table 1). The remaining 20% not repre-

sented in Table 1 do not have conserved nucleotides, and
are likely less frequent kinds of arginine sites. These

sequences were not further tested for arginine binding.

As might be expected, all prevalent active structures have

apparently simple, repetitively isolated structures. In 20

sequenced 17mers, 18 (90%) contained conserved se-

quences. Among 50mers, 50% of all sequenced clones

contained conserved motifs. The most abundant 25mer

group contained conserved motifs in 100 isolates (85%)
(Table 1).

Six motifs (1a, 1b, 1c, 2, 3, and 4) are composed of single

modules (contiguous nucleotides) comprising 17–20 nu-

cleotides (nt). Motif 5 consists of two conserved sequence

modules (10- and 8-nt long) separated by seven non-

conserved nucleotides (see Table 1).

TABLE 1. Summary of selected sequences

Motif

Number of clones

Consensus sequence

Motif
occurrence

(%)17mer 25mer 50mer Total

1a 2 14 1 17 59-GNRCCUUVAYGYUGYGBC-39 10
1b 2 51 6 59 59-RNANCCUUNAYGYUGGYS-39 36
1c 5 15 6 26 59-RWACCUUNRYGUUGGUU-39 16
2 8 0 0 8 59-ACGGCUUVRUCUUGGCG-39 5
3 0 8 0 8 59-YGHAGHAUCYUVRUUGRCCS-39 5
4 1 4 0 5 59-HYRACWGCGUAGCGCUY-39 3
5 0 8 0 8 59-AUGUCCUCRUN(7)YCGUGUGC-39 5
Total with motifs 18 100 13 131
Total sequenced 20 118 26 164

The consensus sequences (in boldface) list all positions conserved more than 82%. For each nucleotide within the consensus motif, the x
2 test

gives a probability for randomness at the position that is <1%.
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Conserved motifs 1a, 1b, and 1c were found within all

three sizes of randomized tracts, but were most abundant

among 25mers. Motifs 1a, 1b, and 1c share two highly con-

served core segments: CCUU and RYGYUG, but 39- and

59-flanking regions around these are distinctly different,

having different recurring forms in different groups of con-

served sequences. Therefore 1a, 1b, and 1c sites are dis-

tinguished in the discussion below.

Binding affinity and selectivity

Dissociation constants (KD) for free L- and D-arginine were

determined by combining data from two affinity columns:

buffer and isocratic L-arginine elution from L-dipeptide-

Thiopropyl Sepharose. Table 2 contains these KD’s, as well

as specificity measured for individual aptamers. KD’s are
approximately millimolar, similar to previous KD’s for

selected arginine binding sites (Connell et al. 1993; Connell

and Yarus 1994; Tao and Frankel 1996). Observed discrim-

ination between L- and D-stereoisomers was four- to

sevenfold for motif 1a, three- to sevenfold for motif 1b,

seven- to 12-fold for motif 1c, four- to sevenfold for motif

2, fourfold for motif 3, two- to fourfold for motif 4, and

six- to sevenfold for motif 5. Thus, a significant, but mod-
erate, stereoselectivity characterizes all these arginine bind-

ing sites, consistent with the idea that prevalent selected

(simple) sites emphasize side-chain guanidinium (Yarus

et al. 2009).

Figure 1 illustrates a test of the side-chain specificity for

arginine aptamers with conserved motifs 1a, 1c, and 4.

Elution with consecutive blocks of 10-mM L-glutamic acid,

L-aspartic acid, L-histidine, L-lysine, and L-arginine are
shown for RNA Arg-503a (Fig. 1A), Arg-503b (Fig. 1B),

and Arg-615 (Fig. 1C). Binding appears specific for argi-

nine; other basic or acidic (and therefore multiply charged)

amino acids do not observably elute affinity column-bound

RNA. Wherever asterisks occur in Table 2, similar speci-

ficity was observed.

Secondary structures

The secondary structure of the arginine aptamers was

examined by selective 29-hydroxyl acylation analyzed by

primer extension (SHAPE) (Wilkinson et al. 2006). The

29-hydroxyl-selective electrophile, N-methylisatoic anhy-

dride (NMIA), modifies RNA ribose. NMIA forms stable

29-O-adducts more rapidly at conformationally uncon-

strained RNA nucleotides. Modifications are identified as
reverse transcriptase primer extension stops on phosphor-

imaged sequencing gels.

Figure 2A shows typical data for (summarized below)

+NMIA, �NMIA, and sequencing reactions for RNA Arg-

503a (motif 1a) resolved in a 10% denaturing polyacryl-

amide gel. In Figure 2B, band intensities quantified by

a PhosphorImager are shown for �NMIA controls and

TABLE 2. Dissociation constants (KD, [mM]) and specificity for
arginine

Group Isolate
Randomized region

(nt)

KD (mM)

L-Arg D-Arg

1a Arg-606* 25N 0.5 7.1
Arg-618a* 25N 2.2 7.7
Arg-503a* 25N 0.7 5.3
Arg-14 17N 2.2 —

1b Arg-611 50N 1.8 —
Arg-117* 25N 3.0 7.2
Arg-550* 17N 2.1 14.5
Arg-618b* 50N 2.5 15.6
Arg-624 50N 2.3 —
Arg-17 25N 3.1 —
Arg-4 25N 4.3 16.2
Arg-19 25N 1.4 —

1c Arg-7 17N 3.2 —
Arg-629* 50N 2.8 23.0
Arg-505* 25N 1.3 14.5
Arg-519 17N 2.3 —
Arg-534* 25N 1.4 10.3
Arg-601* 50N 1.2 12.5
Arg-120 17N 3.0 20.0
Arg-621* 25N 3.0 25.0
Arg-503b* 50N 0.4 18.8

2 Arg-608* 17N 4.0 15.0
Arg-20 17N 2.4 —
Arg-23 17N 3.0 —
Arg-510* 17N 3.3 23.0

3 Arg-13 25N 1.5 —
Arg-29 25N 2.0 —
Arg-513* 25N 2.5 10.0

4 Arg-5* 17N 0.8 3.0
Arg-615* 25N 1.6 3.6
Arg-542* 25N 1.2 4.3
Arg-642 25N 2.1 —

5 Arg-25 25N 3.3 —
Arg-31 25N 2.5 —
Arg-649* 25N 4.4 26.0
Arg-546* 25N 4.3 29.0
Arg-33 25N 2.2 —

Dissociation constants were determined by affinity chromatogra-
phy. KD values for the binding of the RNA to arginine in solution
were determined from: KD = L{(Vel � Vn)/(Ve � Vel)}, where L is the
free ligand concentration used to isocratically elute RNA loaded
onto an L-arginyl-L-cysteine thiopropyl Sepharose column matrix;
Vel is the median elution volume of RNA eluted in the continuous
presence of a free ligand; Ve is the median elution volume mea-
sured in the absence of a free ligand within the column buffer; and
Vn is the volume at which an RNA population having no inter-
action with the column would elute. An asterisk (*) following the
isolate number indicates the sequence checked for specificity, as
shown in Figure 1.

Simple RNA sites for arginine
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+NMIA reactions. By subtracting control intensities from

the +NMIA lanes, relative NMIA reactivities are assessed at

nucleotide resolution (Fig. 2C). Superposition of relative
NMIA reactivities on a secondary structure predicted by

BayesFold (Knight et al. 2004) for RNA Arg-503a identifies

bulge loop G19, C22, and U24, U29–U36 in the hairpin

loop and bulged U38 as NMIA reactive; these outcomes

agree with the thermodynamic and Bayesian predictions,

thereby supporting the bulged-hairpin-and-stem fold shown

for RNA Arg-503a (Fig. 2D).

The motifs

Motif 1a

Motifs 1a, 1b, and 1c can be considered members of a single

structural family with a common core sequence and a varied

supporting periphery. Arginine binding motif 1a consists of

17 independent isolates with 17, 25, and 50mer initially
randomized regions. In Figure 3A, randomized parts of

representative clones are shown (for the full list of group

1a, see Supplemental Table1S). Shaded nucleotides com-

prise the conserved segments. Sequence conservations (Fig.

3B) were calculated within a 17-nt span for the 17 in-

dependent aligned clones.

Folding of 11 aligned 25mer sequences suggests a bulged

hairpin structure within the conserved G24–C41 (Fig. 3C,

region marked in boldface). The four nucleotide pairs of

the G–C-rich stem show highly conserved bulges at N25
and are entirely conserved at Y38. The invariant sequences

CCUU and UGYG form the stem–loop boundary. Seven

out of eight hairpin loop nucleotides are $82% conserved.

SHAPE confirms the predicted secondary structure for

the aligned sequences. Results for representative RNA Arg-

606 are shown in Figure 3D (asterisks). SHAPE confirms

an unconstrained backbone at G20 and A22 in the non-

conserved region, nonconserved U25, and conserved py-
rimidine U38 in the loop–adjacent bulge. All hairpin loop

nucleotides (U29–U36) appear free in conformation. Thus,

the predicted motif 1a secondary structure is supported by

SHAPE modification data.

NMIA modification–interference was used to identify

nucleotides essential for arginine binding. Nucleotides with

29 modifications at positions essential for the binding site

are enriched in affinity column void and early eluting frac-
tions. Modifications at crucial nucleotides are depleted in

more strongly bound and arginine-eluted fractions. Ribose

in hairpin loops U30, A31, A32, G34, and U35 and nu-

cleotides G37 and U38 in the conserved stem bulge must be

unmodified for arginine binding by RNA Arg-606 (Fig. 3D,

triangles).

Motif 1b

The second member of the 1a, 1b, and 1c family, and the

most abundant arginine site (motif 1b), was found in 59

independent isolates (36% of total sequences). Figure 4A

shows randomized parts of representative clones with 17,

25, and 50mer randomized positions (the full sequence list

for group 1b is in Supplemental Table 1S). In Figure 4A,

shaded nucleotides comprise the conserved segments.
Sequence variation for motif 1b was calculated based on

the shortest 18mer examples. The observed 18mers appar-

ently are insertions of 1 nt in the initial random 17mer.

Figure 4B lists the frequencies of the nucleotides within this

18-nt motif. Conserved nucleotides within the consensus

are in boldface ($83% are taken as nonrandom because

x
2 testing gives a probability of nonrandomness of <1%).

The calculated most probable fold for 22 aligned 25mer
isolates is shown in Figure 4C. In the secondary structure

prediction, conserved nucleotides R23–S40 (in boldface)

form an asymmetrical internal loop and a terminal loop

connected by two G–C base pairs. This same secondary

structure was predicted for another group of 12 aligned

25mer sequences, for two aligned 18mer sequences, and for

two separate 50mer sequences (data not shown). This

FIGURE 1. Affinity chromatography and specificity of L-arginine
aptamers. Eluants: L-Glu, L-Asp, L-His, L-Lys, and L-Arg were
employed at 10 mM in selection buffer S. (A) RNA Arg-503a carrying
motif 1a; (B) RNA Arg-503b carrying motif 1c; and (C) RNA Arg-615
carrying motif 4.
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strongly supports the structure proposed in Figure 4C for

the conserved motif. Highly conserved CCUU and GYUGG

form the stem–terminal-loop junction. Seven of eight

terminal-loop nucleotides are also $86% conserved.

SHAPE was used to test the predicted secondary struc-
ture for the aligned sequences. Results for RNA Arg-550

(a representative 18mer clone) are shown in Figure 4D.

SHAPE suggests less constrained ribose at U20 and A21 in

the internal loop (Fig. 4C, correspond-

ing to N24 and A25, respectively) and

for all nucleotides in the terminal loop

(U25–U32) (Fig. 4C, corresponding to

U29–U36). The predicted secondary

structure therefore agrees with the motif

1b NMIA data.

NMIA modification–interference for
RNA Arg-550 points to G19 and C24 in

the stem base pairs, U20 and C22 in the

stem internal loop, and every nucleotide

in the terminal loops (U25–U32), as

crucial nucleotides for arginine binding

(Fig. 4D, triangles).

Motif 1c

The final variation in the 1a, 1b, and 1c

family is arginine binding motif 1c,

derived from 26 independent isolates

with 17, 25, 50mer initially randomized

regions. In Figure 5A, randomized parts

of representative sequences are shown

(for the full sequence list for group 1c,
see Supplemental Table 1S). Shaded

nucleotides comprise conserved segments.

Nucleotide variation through the 17-nt-

long segment was calculated and the

data are presented in Figure 5B. Nucleo-

tides in the consensus are >85% con-

served.

Figure 5C presents a BayesFold-
generated secondary structure for seven

aligned 25mer sequences. Two conserved

segments, A25–U29 and R31–U38, form

a 3 base-pair (bp) stem and terminal

loop. The remaining two conserved nu-

cleotides (R23 and U39) are within the

internal loop adjacent to the stem. Fold-

ing of five aligned 17mer sequences pre-
dicts conserved segments forming a 4-bp

stem adjacent to a hairpin bulged by the

W24 nonconserved nucleotide (data not

shown).

SHAPE was used to test the predicted

secondary structure for the aligned

25mer sequences. Results for represen-

tative RNA Arg-505 are shown in Fig. 5D. SHAPE picks out
internal loop nucleotides A22, G23, U24, A40, G41, and

U42, and nucleotides U29–U35 in the terminal loop as

unconstrained. Thus, the BayesFold-predicted structure for

aligned sequences is in agreement with the modification

data.

An NMIA modification–interference experiment sug-

gested that ribose of conserved G23 in the internal loop,

FIGURE 2. SHAPE analysis for RNA Arg-503a: a Group 1a aptamer. (A) Bands in the (�) and
(+) NMIA lanes are the cDNA fragments of nonreacted and reacted with NMIA. U, G, and C
are sequencing reactions performed using adenine, cytosine, and guanosine dideoxy nucleotides.
These marker lanes are 1 nt longer than the corresponding NMIA lanes. (B) PhosphorImager
profile of reverse transcription analysis for the RNA Arg-503a treated (+) and untreated (�) with
NMIA. (C) Absolute SHAPE reactivities as a function of nucleotide position. Band intensities
were calculated by subtracting (�) NMIA data from (+) NMIA data. (D) Superposition of
absolute NMIA reactivities on a secondary structure of RNA Arg-503a predicted by BayesFold.
Asterisks, SHAPE data; triangles, NMIA modification–interference.

Simple RNA sites for arginine
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and U28, U29, A31, G33, U34, and U35 in the terminal

loop are crucial for motif 1c arginine affinity (Fig. 5D,
triangles).

Motifs 1a, 1b, and 1c (in aggregate, 78% of all recurring

motifs) share the consensus sequence 59-CCUU(N)RYG

YUG-39 that contains a highly conserved arginine triplet

CCU (see below and Table 3). Conserved CCU always

resides in a predicted stem–loop junction, confirmed by

SHAPE for representative sequences 1a (Fig. 3D), 1b (Fig.

4D), and 1c (Fig. 5D). Terminal loop nucleotides have been
implicated in NMIA modification–interference experi-

ments; therefore also appearing essential for arginine

binding. Strikingly, structures adjacent to the conserved

stem–loop are quite varied. They include a bulged stem

(Fig. 3D, motif 1a), an asymmetrical bulge (Fig. 4D, motif

1b), and a bulge and 3-bp helix (Fig. 5D, motif 1c).

Motif 2

Arginine binding motif 2 was detected only among 17mers.

A group of eight clones was derived from four independent
origins. Random regions for representative clones are

shown in Figure 6A (for the full sequence list for motif 2,

see Supplemental Table 1S). Conserved nucleotides are

shaded in Figure 6A. Nucleotide variation was calculated

from eight isolates and is listed in Figure 6B. Within the

17-nt initially randomized sequence, 16 nt were completely

conserved.

Simultaneous folding of eight aligned sequences predicts

a conserved bulged hairpin (Fig. 6C). The three G–C base-

pair stem of the hairpin is bulged by conserved A19, G22,
and G33.

This BayesFold-predicted structure was confirmed by

SHAPE performed with the motif 2 RNA Arg-608. Bulged

A19 and looped G22, G33, as well as U25–U31 in the

terminal loop, appeared reactive (Fig. 6D, asterisks).

In an NMIA modification–interference experiment, ri-

bose of bulged A19 and G22, and all ribose in the terminal

loop except for U30, appear crucial for arginine binding to
motif 2 (Fig. 6D, triangles).

Motif 2 appears to be a variation of the 1a, 1b, and 1c

sites described above. Here, two mutations alter the under-

lined nucleotides in 59-GCUU(V)RUCUUG-39 (Table 1).

These mutations decrease arginine affinity twofold in com-

parison with motifs 1a, 1b, and 1c, providing an additional

item of evidence that the terminal loop and the stem are the

binding site for arginine.FIGURE 3. Summary of motif 1a. (A) Representative sequences from
group 1a. Only randomized regions are shown. Shaded nucleotides
comprise the conserved motif. KD’s for free L- and D-arginine are
listed if available. Nucleotides marked with asterisks or triangles were
identified by SHAPE or NMIA modification–interference experiment,
respectively. (B) Sequence variation for motif 1a. (C) BayesFold sec-
ondary structure prediction for the alignment of group 1a sequences.
(D) Superposition of SHAPE (asterisks) and NMIA modification–
interference (triangles) data on computed secondary structure of RNA
Arg-606.

FIGURE 4. Summary of motif 1b. (A) Representative sequences from
group 1b. Only randomized regions are shown. Shaded nucleotides
comprise the conserved motif. KD’s for free L- and D-arginine are
listed if available. Nucleotides marked with asterisks or triangles were
identified by SHAPE or NMIA modification–interference experiment,
respectively. (B) Sequence variation for motif 1a. (C) BayesFold sec-
ondary structure prediction for the alignment of group 1a sequences.
(D) Superposition of SHAPE (asterisks) and NMIA modification–
interference (triangles) data on computed secondary structure of RNA
Arg-550.
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Motif 3

Arginine binding motif 3 was only detected in eight inde-

pendently derived 25mers. Random regions for represen-

tative clones are shown in Figure 7A (for the full sequence

list of group 3, see Supplemental Table 1S). Conserved

nucleotides are shaded in Figure 6A. Nucleotide variation

was calculated and is listed in Figure 7B. The 20-nt-long

motif contains 16 absolutely conserved nucleotides, one
nucleotide that is 87.5% conserved, and three unconserved

nucleotides.

The BayesFold-predicted (Knight et al. 2004) secondary

structure, consistent with six aligned sequences, forms an

asymmetrical internal loop and a 2-bp stem adjacent to

a terminal pentaloop (Fig. 7C).

The predicted structure was confirmed by SHAPE on

RNA Arg-513. Nucleotide ribose at A23, A24, G25, and
U28 in the internal loop, and all terminal loop nucleotides

(U31–U35) appeared less constrained (Fig. 7D, asterisks).

Motif 3 contains 17 highly (more than 88%) conserved

nucleotides and is a sequence related to the most preva-

lent site family—it shares sequence conservation and a

potential cognate coding triplet with motifs 1a, 1b, 1c, and

2 within the seven similar nucleotides: 59-CYU(V)RUUG-39

(Table 1).

Motif 4

Arginine binding motif 4 was derived

from five independent 17 and 25mer

sequences. In Figure 8A, randomized
parts of representative clones are shown

(for the full list of group 4 sequences,

see Supplemental Table 1S). Shaded

nucleotides comprise the conserved seg-

ments. Nucleotide variation spanning

16 nt was calculated (Fig. 7B). Fourteen

of 16 nucleotides in this tract are com-

pletely conserved.
The calculated stable secondary struc-

ture for three aligned 25mer sequences

and for an individual 17mer isolates

predicts an asymmetrical internal loop

connected to the terminal loop by a

conserved stem of two G–C pairs (Fig.

8C).

SHAPE for group 4 RNA Arg-5 is
shown in Figure 8D (asterisks). SHAPE

confirms unconstrained C20, C23, and

U24 in the asymmetrical loop (Fig. 8C,

corresponding to Y24, C27, and W28,

respectively), and an unconstrained ter-

minal loop G27–C31 (Fig. 8C, corre-

sponding to G31–C35).

NMIA modification–interference picks
out the ribose backbone at internal

loops C20–A22 and U34–C35, stems

C26 and C33, and G27 and G30 in the terminal loop as

crucial for arginine binding to motif 4 (Fig. 8D, triangles).

Motif 4 is unrelated to motifs 1a, 1b, 1c, and 2, but also

forms a binding site within 17mer sequences (Table 1).

Most conserved nucleotides within the loop, stem, and

bulge are important for arginine binding. The conserved
site contains evident arginine coding triplets, concentrated

within the conserved stem–pentaloop structure (Fig. 8C).

Motif 5

Arginine binding motif 5 appeared in eight independently

derived 25mers only. Random regions for representative

clones are shown in Figure 9A (for the full sequence list of

group 5, see Supplemental Table 1S). Conserved nucleo-
tides are shaded in Figure 9A. Nucleotide variation was

calculated from eight isolates (Fig. 9B). The consensus

contains two modules, both completely conserved.

A BayesFold-computed secondary structure for eight

aligned 25mer sequences predicts three consecutive bulges

adjacent to a nonconserved terminal loop (Fig. 9C).

This predicted stable structure was supported by SHAPE

on RNA Arg-546. Bulged nucleotides A19, U20, U22, U25,
and U39 and all terminal loop nucleotides U28–U35 were

reactive (Fig. 9D, asterisks).

FIGURE 5. Summary of motif 1c. (A) Representative sequences from group 1c. Only
randomized regions are shown. Shaded nucleotides comprise the conserved motif. KD’s for
free L- and D-arginine are listed if available. Nucleotides marked with asterisks or triangles
were identified by SHAPE or NMIA modification–interference experiment, respectively. (B)
Sequence variation for motif 1a. (C) BayesFold secondary structure prediction for the align-
ment of group 1a sequences. (D) Superposition of SHAPE (asterisks) and NMIA modifica-
tion–interference (triangles) data on computed secondary structure of RNA Arg-505.
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Motif 5 consists of two absolutely conserved modules:

59-AUGUCCUGR-39 (module 1) and 59-UCGUGUGC-39

(module 2). Unlike the other motifs above, this terminal

loop, located between conserved stem sequences, consists

mostly of nonconserved nucleotides (except for one uracil)

(Fig. 9C). Two absolutely conserved arginine triplets CCU

and CGU are conjoined within the complex bulged stem,

which is the arginine binding site (Fig. 9C).

DISCUSSION

Small matters

An RNA world (White 1976; Gilbert 1986) anticipates that

selection of functional RNAs from randomized mostly

nonfunctional sequences was an essential step for biological
evolution (there being no plausible alternative origin). This

has the important implication that active RNAs with the

fewest essential nucleotides will usually have been selected

early on because the smallest sites should have been more

abundant among initially arbitrary sequences (for example,

Knight et al. 2005).

Here we describe the first example of selection for an

arginine aptamer that seeks the simplest site(s). That is, we
seek sites that appear reproducibly within three successively

smaller (50, 25 and 17mer) random regions under simul-

taneous squeezed selections. This experiment has previ-

ously been carried out for isoleucine binding (Lozupone

et al. 2003), tryptophan binding (Majerfeld and Yarus

2005), and histidine binding (Majerfeld et al. 2005;

M Illangasekare and M Yarus, in prep.).

In the present experiments, even 17-nt random regions

yielded arginine sites. Therefore, these arginine experiments

lacked the earlier demonstration that selection fails when

the randomized region is too small. Consequently, here it is
not shown experimentally that the smallest possible sites

have been observed. To the contrary, the ready occurrence

of small sites in a space that was unproductive or less

productive for Ile, His, and Trp suggests that Arg provides

an easier target for RNA affinity. In any case, the recurrence

of specific site sequences in the shortest randomized

regions argues that Arg sites among the simplest are being

observed.

The smallest arginine binding sites

Five new possibilities for the simplest specific arginine-

binding sites have been isolated here: motifs 1a, 1b, 1c, 2,

and 4. Every motif is composed of a single continuous tract
of highly conserved nucleotides (see Table 1) that fold into

a structured stem adjacent to a terminal loop. These are

previously uncharacterized sequences that form sites using

17 randomized nucleotides, apparently the smallest binding

sites selected for the arginine so far. The larger motif 3 and

TABLE 3. Probability that triplets are randomly distributed

Sequence PG PG,corr PMC PMC,corr

Arg codons
AGA 0.99999 1 0.9996 1
AGG 0.99999 1 0.9998 1
CGA 0.99996 1 0.9993 1
CGG 0.99985 1 0.9999 1
CGC 0.9985 1 0.997 1
CGU 0.33 0.99 0.76 1

Arg anticodons
UCU 0.99993 1 0.9998 1
CCU 8.9 3 10�28 1.1 3 10�26 <1 3 10�6 <1.2 3 10�5

UCG 1 1 0.999998 1
CCG 1 1 1 1
GCG 0.39 0.997 0.77 1
ACG 5.9 3 10�4 7.1 3 10�3 2.0 3 10�2 0.22

Probability that cognate triplets are equally frequent in the 3387
ribonucleotides inside and outside 127 newly selected L-arginine
binding sites. PG is the probability of the triplet distribution based
on a two-tailed G test that allows both concentration and dilution
of triplets within sites. The null hypothesis is equal frequencies of
cognate triplets in and outside binding sites. PMC is the fraction of
times in 106 randomized binding site populations that calculated
G was greater than that in the selected functional binding site
oligonucleotide. PG,corr and PMC,corr are the observed G test and
Monte Carlo probabilities corrected for 12 comparisons (Yarus
et al. 2005). When these corrected probabilities are <0.01 for 12
comparisons, we take this as significant and display these cases in
italics.

FIGURE 6. Summary of motif 2. (A) Representative sequences from
group 2. Only randomized regions are shown. Shaded nucleotides
comprise the conserved motif. KD’s for free L- and D-arginine are
listed if available. Nucleotides marked with asterisks or triangles were
identified by SHAPE or NMIA modification–interference experiment,
respectively. (B) Sequence variation for motif 1a. (C) BayesFold sec-
ondary structure prediction for the alignment of group 1a sequences.
(D) Superposition of SHAPE (asterisks) and NMIA modification–
interference (triangles) data on computed secondary structure of RNA
Arg-608.
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the more complex motif 5 were recovered only within

25mer sequences.

Distribution of arginine triplets

We have assessed the overall significance of the cognate

triplet content of these arginine binding sites in two ways.

First, with the G statistic (Sokal and Rohlf 1995) for

significant differences between the proportion of triplets

inside and outside the site nucleotides, tested against the

null hypothesis of equal triplet frequencies. The G statistic

resembles x
2, but is more robust. PG in Table 3 is the

probability of a triplet concentration equal to or greater
than that actually observed, on the basis of the G distribu-

tion. Second, observed RNA sequences were randomized

1 million times, and the number of times that the G statistic

computed for a randomized sequence, with a binding site

in the same position, exceeded that for the initially selected

sites was recorded. This comparison of site populations

with the same composition, but shuffled sequences, is

independent of any a priori assumption about distributions
or frequencies. It empirically determines the probability

that the selected binding site sequence is as biased as ob-

served. The observed fraction of higher computed G

statistics (more biased triplet composi-

tions) in randomized libraries is PMC, the

Monte Carlo probability listed on the

right in Table 3. Because very im-

probable initial triplet biases will not be

exceeded even among the 106 computed

randomizations of the site oligomers, the

lowest observable PMC is listed as <1 3

10�6, or PMC,corr < 1.2 3 10�5 after

adjustment for multiple comparisons.

As can be seen in Table 3, no arginine

codon triplet recurs significantly in this

new population of arginine binding sites.

The arginine anticodon ACG is partially

conserved within the functional hairpin

loops of binding sites in motifs 1a, 1b,
1c, and 2. ACG recurrence in the com-

plete population of sites is barely signif-

icant by the G test (with our customary

criterion of P < 0.01 corrected for 12

comparisons), but not significant in the

distribution-free Monte Carlo simula-

tion. For the moment, we do not know

whether ACG represents a significant
result.

However, the arginine anticodon

CCU is found in a highly conserved

core sequence whose surroundings vary

in independent RNAs to yield binding

motifs 1a, 1b, 1c, 3, and 5. The triplet

occurs in CCUUNRYGYUG in motifs

1a, 1b, and 1c, for example. The CCU (anticodon of AGG)
is therefore very decisively concentrated within selected

amino acid binding sites (Table 3). In fact, it recurs in 72%

of all sequenced RNAs in this selection, so its abundance

would be striking to the eye even without statistical

analysis. Thus, the simplest L-arginine sites do have re-

curring structures, which share a property previously noted

for the simplest RNA sites for histidine, tryptophan, and

isoleucine (Yarus et al. 2005). That is, cognate coding
triplets perform an indispensable function within the most

accessible RNA binding sites. This property has now been

reproducibly observed in all four cases where the simplest

sites have been sought via a squeezed simultaneous selec-

tion (that is, with differently sized randomized regions

analyzed together). Of course, triplets may be concentrated

in simple sites in other cases where the squeezed selection

has not been applied.
This newly isolated arginine site population may be more

impressive for coding studies than previous similar out-

comes, however, because simple, frequent arginine sites

have surrounding structural elements that can take multi-

ple forms, as well as invariant core sequence elements

conserved in most independent isolations (Figs. 3–9). The

CCU cognate anticodon triplet is in the latter class. This

FIGURE 7. Summary of motif 3. (A) Representative sequences from group 3. Only
randomized regions are shown. Shaded nucleotides comprise the conserved motif. KD’s for
free L- and D-arginine are listed if available. Nucleotides marked with asterisks were identified
by SHAPE. (B) Sequence variation for motif 1a. (C) BayesFold secondary structure prediction
for the alignment of group 1a sequences. (D) Superposition of SHAPE (asterisks) data on
computed secondary structure of RNA Arg-513.
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work thereby adds to other evidence (Yarus et al. 2009) that

suggests the current genetic code is seen with unexpectedly

high frequency among the RNA–amino acid interactions

that appear most readily after selection. In fact, this type of

squeezed selection experiment, which concentrates on a

small subset of binding sites (the smallest and simplest),

and yet repeatedly finds coding triplets, is among the most
persuasive individual arguments in favor of a chemical

relation between genetic code triplets and bound amino

acids.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals were analytical-reagent grade whenever available.

Thiopropyl Sepharose 6B freeze-dried powder was obtained from

Pharmacia. Lyophilized peptide (N-Arg-Cys-COOH; MW 277.34;

purity >98.38%) was synthesized by Bio Basic It was stored in the

dark at �70°C. Fresh solutions of dipeptide were prepared before

each use. NMIA (‘‘high purity,’’ MW 177.16) was obtained from

Invitrogen Molecular Probes. dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)

(>99.9%) was obtained from Sigma Chemical.

Methods

Covalent attachment of L-arginyl-L-cysteine to thiopropyl
Sepharose 6B

Thiopropyl Sepharose 6B contains reactive 2-thiopyridyl disul-

fides. ArgCys dipeptide was coupled to sepharose via its cysteine

thiol. All buffers and water were de-gassed to avoid oxidation of

free thiols. Usually, 0.5 g of dried sepharose powder was sus-

pended in distilled water; after swelling this yielded about 2 mL

gel. Gel was washed with 50 volumes of water and then equil-

ibrated with 30 volumes of selection buffer (S; 250 mM NaCl,

50 mM Hepes [pH 7.0], 5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM CaCl2, 0.1 mM

EDTA) before coupling. Coupling used 75% settled medium to

25% of buffer S containing L-cysteine (85% of total Sepharose

thiol) and L-dipeptide (85% of Sepharose thiol). The suspension

was gently rotated at 4°C for 12 h Then the gel was washed with 40

volumes of buffer S. Substitution was calculated by measuring

absorbance at 343 nm—released 2-thiopiridone has molar ab-

sorption = 8.08 3 103 M�1 cm�1 (Stuckbury et al. 1975). The

total initial activated thiol was 27 mM. The final concentration of

column L-arginine was 4 mM.

Selection procedure

The initial synthetic single-stranded template DNAs were: (50/25/

17N) taatacgactcactatatccagctattgggcagcc N(50/25/17) ggctgcttgag

cttatcc, where underlined nucleotides indicate the T7 promoter.

Three DNA libraries with 17N, 25N, and 50N were prepared

individually by PCR amplification of DNAs. Selections from 50,

25, and 17N templates were started from 93 1014, 1.23 1015, and

3 3 1014 DNA sequences, respectively, individually amplified by

FIGURE 8. Summary of motif 4. (A) Representative sequences from
group 4. Only randomized regions are shown. Shaded nucleotides
comprise the conserved motif. KD’s for free L- and D-arginine are
listed if available. Nucleotides marked with asterisks or triangles were
identified by SHAPE or NMIA modification–interference experiment,
respectively. (B) Sequence variation for motif 1a. (C) BayesFold sec-
ondary structure prediction for the alignment of group 1a sequences.
(D) Superposition of SHAPE (asterisks) and NMIA modification–
interference (triangles) data on computed secondary structure of RNA
Arg-5.

FIGURE 9. Summary of motif 5. (A) Representative sequences from
group 5. Only randomized regions are shown. Shaded nucleotides
comprise the conserved motif. KD’s for free L- and D-arginine are
listed if available. Nucleotides marked with asterisks were identified by
SHAPE. (B) Sequence variation for motif 1a. (C) BayesFold secondary
structure prediction for the alignment of group 1a sequences. (D)
Superposition of SHAPE (asterisks) data on computed secondary
structure of RNA Arg-546.
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PCR fourfold. An initial RNA pool was generated by z14-fold

transcription by T7 RNA polymerase for each DNA template.
32P-labeled RNA (7.5 nmol in the first selection round, decreasing

in subsequent rounds) was heated at 65°C for 5 min in water, 5X

buffer S was added, and heated at room temperature for 10 min to

allow for RNA folding. Folded RNA was applied to a 0.25 mL

L-dipeptide-thiopropyl Sepharose column equilibrated with buffer

S at room temperature. After washing with 10 column volumes of

buffer S, RNA was eluted with S + 10 mM L-arginine. Eluted

RNA was precipitated, reverse transcribed, and PCR amplified,

and the resulting DNA was transcribed for the next selection cycle.

After the first cycle, selection was preceded by counterselection on

an L-cysteine-thiopropyl sepharose column and the initial z85%

of void RNA was used for subsequent selection.

RNA secondary structure probing

SHAPE chemistry was performed following the method of Merino

et al. (2005). RNA (100 pmol) in 72 mL of water was denatured by

heating at 65°C for 5 min, then 18 mL of 5X folding buffer (250

mM Hepes [pH 7.6], 1.25M NaCl, 25 mM MgCl2, 25 mM CaCl2,

0.5 mM EDTA) were added and incubated (24°C) for 20 min.

Folded RNA in a single reaction was separated into (+) and (�)

NMIA reactions, 45 mL volume of each. NMIA (5 mL at 130 mM

in anhydrous DMSO) was added to the RNA solution and allowed

to react with RNA for 155 min (z5 half-lives) (Merino et al. 2005,

Wilkinson et al. 2006) at 24°C. Control reactions contained

DMSO only. Modified RNA was ethanol precipitated and redis-

solved in water at 1 mM.

59-32P-labeled primer (59-tccagctattgggca-39) 1 mL at 0.5 mM

was added to the (+)/(�) NMIA modified RNA (5 pmol in 5 mL).

An RNA-oligoDNA mixture (6 mL) was heated at 65°C for 5 min,

and then immediately placed on ice for 5 min for primer an-

nealing. Hybridized RNA-oligoDNA solution and SuperScript III

enzyme mix were prewarmed to 48°C in a thermal cycler for

2 min. An enzyme mix (4 mL) was aliquoted, the temperature

was raised to 50°C, and the DNA primers were reverse transcribed

to sites of modification in the presence of dNTPs. The reaction was

terminated at 85°C for 5 min and then chilled on ice. The RNA

was degraded by addition of 1 mL of 2 M NaOH. cDNA fragments

were subsequently resolved on a 10% (w/v) polyacrylamide gel.

NMIA modification–interference experimental procedure

32P-labeled RNA (150 pmol) was folded and modified by NMIA as

above. The modification buffer was exchanged out by passage

through a Micro-Bio-Spin P6 column equilibrated with buffer

S. Modified RNA was fractionated by passage through an L-arginine

affinity column into unbound and specifically eluted fractions,

and then ethanol precipitated. Modified nucleotides were detected

after primer extension with SuperScript III reverse transcriptase

(as above).

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Supplemental material can be found at http://www.rnajournal.org.
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